Hiring for Hope Testimonials

 Your webcast video regarding dealing with stress after a job loss was very
inspiring.
Vilma Janes (12.29.10)
 During these tough economic times when jobs are scarce and morale is low,
Hiring for Hope provides much needed tangible support as well as emotional
boosts. They made me get up and start working on transitioning back into the
workplace.
TRACEYLOWE (12.29.10)
 A place that give hope to people in a time when so few can see beyond the hard
times.
Charles70 (12.16.10)
 We need more companies like this - with a moral conscious!
KayKay (12.15.10)
 I like Hiring for Hope, because it's an organization based on helping individuals of
all walks of life. it also gives you a sense of direction when all hope is lost
john grant (12.13.10)
 What a simple concept - yet how incredibly profound are the implications and the
legacy of positive change, honest HOPE, and genuine concern that Hiring for
Hope brings to every person seeking employment in this era of a devastated
economy.
taipan77 (11.02.10)
 This idea should have come out years ago but so glad that it is available now, will
help couples and job seekers
edpru (10.31.10)
 Hiring for Hope does fantastic work -- they "teach a person to fish" which is the
highest form of charity.
DelightfulDan (10.31.10)
 Hiring for Hope is definitely a treat in every way! Why hasn't this been done
sooner????
DamianL (10.31.10)
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 This sounds like a great cause and a unique way of solving two problems at the
same time
jeffthepilot (10.30.10)
 Thank you for existing and thank you for the Career Angel this week. What a
wonderful service. Love the social network too.
Reese G. (10.30.10)
 Building stronger communities and families!
Todd (10.29.10)
 As a community organizer most of my life, mother of 3, and grandmother of 4,
the importance of having kids is vital in our lives. Any support these individuals
should need should be offered.
gte843w (10.29.10)
 This business has a great cause--couples who have trouble building a family are
able to find help and hope through job security because of this company.
monsoon22 (10.29.10)
 It helps those who have had setbacks and gives them hope
Joann (10.28.10)
 Thanks for the practice interviews today. I got the job this afternoon. Hooray!!!!!!
Abu (10.28.10)
 They have great resources for the family building and grief process. The people
running Hiring for Hope can relate because they have been there. Thanks for
making me feel comfortable talking about my lost angel baby for the first time
today.
TamarahM (10.28.10)
 What a great way to help out others in need by helping them be self-sustainable
joesmermaid (10.28.10)
 Hiring for hope provided me with encouragement and support during a very
difficult job transition. The staff is compassionate and genuinely wants to help
others.
Kat Hauser (10.28.10)
 They have great volunteers who help work with people in need of assistance.
They benefit the community in ways we can only dream to appreciate. It is great
to see the smiles & happiness on the faces of those they have helped & I hope
that continues.
melmasi (10.28.10)
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 great organization with passionate volunteers and people from the HR industry
that are giving back to those that need it most. Thanks!
tennisstar69Janet (10.28.10)
 HiringForHope helps people in a rough patch in their lives. Everyone deserves a
little help.
Tonya (10.28.10)
 Helping people help themselves, and each other. Refreshing concept to get us
out of this mess. Thanks for the Career Angel help today!
Ilene tennisguru (10.27.10)
 Hiring for Hope is serving a crucial need for persons having experienced loss,
including career loss, inviting them to join a strong support network and bringing
them into a broader frame of reference concerning their challenge.
deb5859 (10.27.10)
 Because for as long as I have been unemployed there has never been anything
or anyone out there with the kind of assistance such as Hiring for Hope. Thanks
Hiring for Hope for caring.
Kathleen Brown (10.26.10)
 The people who work for Hiring For Hope are so amazingly kind. Their
understanding of the needs of folks just brings tears to my eyes. They offer so
many kinds of help and networking on their website. I just love them for what they
are doing.
mablesmith62 (10.26.10)
 Great company. Caring people. Making a difference.
joepatsullivan (10.26.10)
 They have heart. They care. They are making a difference whether you are in
need of a job, or you, your family or friends are in need of knowing other people
care.
billiemurray64 (10.26.10)
 Hiring for Hope has heart and soul. This is a company that began with one
person who truly understands that we are human beings and we need more than
just jobs. This team reaches out to people who are sad, hurt, grieving and others
who need jobs and assistance building their families.
bobbyjobrown (10.26.10)
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 This organization touches so many. This idea to fund services, support, and
resources for the family building and career transition process through
headhunting services is brilliant! Thanks for the help and the hope today.
Janet Longman (10.26.10)
 Combining job placement with grants for babies is the best combination I've
heard all year. It's amazing what they are doing!
Angela (10.26.10)
 A unique approach to providing an invaluable service to a community in need
with unparalleled compassion!
jsamps0n (10.25.10)
 Hired me! Thanks for all the support.
USTAJim (10.25.10)
 What an amazing organization, group of people, and business model!! Thank you
so much for the wonderful resources, support, and assistance for both my career
management and family building challenges. I'd like to give back by being a
Career Angel!
Andrea Lewis (10.25.10)
 We need this type of organization now, excellent timing! Thanks!
LBouhan (10.25.10)
 Why can't our government come up with great programs like this one? Would be
a better way of using taxpayers money instead of funding useless war after war.
charlie (10.25.10)
 This is an organization that is giving the community and surrounding areas,
exactly what it needs at the exact time... HOPE!
1love2share (10.24.10)
 Great caring group of people leading this organization who are giving back to
their community, paying it forward, and trying to reshape the way we all think and
go about solving some major societal problems.
Kileen T. (10.23.10)
 Thank you for creating this wonderful organization. What an inspiration it is to so
many. Thanks for taking the time to help us students today.
Nyki (10.22.10)
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 What a wonderful idea in this horrible economy...People helping people to help
themselves and each other...that's refreshing. great Career tools too. The price is
right too for a college student! Thanks.
ALEX (10.22.10)
 What a wonderful organization and resource for everyone in career
transition...grey haired professionals and college students alike.
Jared (10.22.10)
 They helped me get my new job!
Catherine (10.22.10)
 Nothing else like it and it is desperately needed in today's economy.
Barbara (10.22.10)
 They are energetic and determined to make a difference. They are not sitting
around waiting for things to change. They are changing things. Amazing folks.
Deborah (10.22.10)
 It is a wonderful and charitable idea with a win win for everyone.
Becca (10.22.10)
 Such a great idea! Nice to know there are resources available to couples trying to
realize their dream of having a family. Love it!
Kristie (10.21.10)
 Hiring for Hope offers real world options for those seeking employment and
couples looking to start a family.
dvergar (10.21.10)
 I love this business because the principal, Tegan Acree, is a person of high
integrity and standards. Her development of Hiring for Hope is a win win for
everyone that has been or will be positively impacted by its works.
rhonda (10.21.10)
 Because they understand that we can't let people be unemployed if we want to
get this economy going again.
sandra (10.21.10)
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 Good for the economy
Dave (10.21.10)
 I believe this is imperative to those who might be unfamiliar with how to fill out
resume's, interviewing with employers & helpful with their self-esteem issues. At
one time it helped me and it certainly can benefit others to change their lives.
Sharmaine Angton (10.21.10)
 What a great organization. Thanks for the free ticket to the virtual Career
Summit. You guys motivate me to want to give back and "pay it forward".
Agatha (10.21.10)
 I came here today for an initial interview and left with several solid leads and a
Career Angel...darn cool. Thanks
LareesaB (10.21.10)
 What a great organization this is. So inspiring. They are doing so much for so
many different communities...both online and offline!
DAVIS (10.21.10)
 Thanks for assisting me with my career transition process. You guys are a
godsend! Thanks for getting me up and going again.
Yolanda (10.21.10)
 Hiring for Hope Inc. has really helped a lot of people. I really love the work they
do.
RTRAYLOR (10.21.10)
 Great to see an organization combine heart and mind.
krautgoddess (10.21.10)
 There is no amount of words to describe how awesome Hiring for Hope Inc. is,
especially in the midst of this economy where even the most qualified personnel
are having a hard time finding employment. They are definitely the bridge to
employment.
Timmesha (10.21.10)
 Great organization! A splendid concept focused on helping people from all walks
of life.
Shayla (10.20.10)
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 How could you go wrong with helping people in need?? Thanks for all of your
assistance and advice!!!
Donna Monceaux (10.20.10)
 Giving hope from people with big hearts.
pame (10.20.10)
 It's a wonderful bus it comes from the heart.
Mike (10.20.10)
 What a magnificent organization! Thanks for sending me the use of a Career
Angel that I could never have been able to afford. Looking forward to attending
the virtual career summit too. Can't wait to give back as a volunteer now!
Sandy (10.20.10)
 Wonderful idea for job seekers and companies and a great charitable cause
elliot (10.20.10)
 What a great concept for the situation that all of us face at some point in our
lives, either personally or someone we know.
Richard (10.20.10)
 They are just so kind and helpful. They identify with their clients which means a
bunch!
Ginger (10.20.10)
 As a mother who has a beautiful little girl who lives in heaven I understand how
difficult it is for someone to go through a loss like that. Hiring for Hope helps
people to find places of employment and provides help and hope for families that
need it
Alyssa (10.20.10)
 They realize that work and life intersect, and they want to help businesses AND
families!
April (10.20.10)
 Supporting two different types of losses at the same time with one business
model. Love the tools that empower us to help ourselves and the little nudge to
think about giving back and helping others too. Thanks for giving me some hope
back again!
Amy Smart (10.20.10)
 This is a great resource for people looking for help. Job seekers and parents
alike.
Brenda (10.19.10)
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 Your career transition toolkit is the coolest thing ever! Great content and
information and best of all it's free. Also, thank you for sponsoring my ticket to the
virtual Career Summit!
Dee Dee (10.19.10)
 What a noble idea!!! As a transitioning individual, I am happy to have this service
provided to those in need! Bravo!
therd (10.19.10)
 They do great work in support for infant loss and helping people find work!
Ward (10.19.10)
 The whole concept is refreshing and worthwhile.
Lori (10.19.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a business with unconditional love and support for families in
need.
Tiffany Neally (10.19.10)
 This is the best example of how to make a life go on.
Ruthmary (10.18.10)
 Thank you for existing! Your organization has made Pregnancy and Infant Loss
Remembrance Day bearable for me and my wife today. What a great legacy of
life and hope that you all have created out of such a tragedy! Thank you so
much!
rocketman (10.15.10)
 Pregnancy and Infant Loss Remembrance Day has already been a toughie for us
today. Then we found your virtual Memorial Beach Playground and it was just
what we needed to help us remember and celebrate the life of our lost angel
baby Howard. Thanks!
Jamie Long (10.15.10)
 This business is amazing & has helped tons of people like me with their loss ! So
glad I found them.
Ambers80 (10.15.10)
 I think they are fantastic! Helping people like me who have had a loss, what more
could you ask for in a business like them:) Wonderful, just wonderful!
Ginger (10.14.10)
 The Walk to Remember this past weekend was a great way to remember and
celebrate our lost child and a great way to spend Pregnancy and Infant Loss
Awareness Week. See you online at your Virtual Wave of Light Celebration on
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Friday. Thank you!
Burt (10.13.10)
 It's amazing how the combination of getting a job and getting to have a baby can
be like chocolate and peanut butter. Go H4H!
ABCcartledge (10.13.10)
 Training, education, resources, and financial assistance all in one place. One
stop shopping for all my family building needs and questions from people that
have been there and clearly "get it". Finally!!!
Heather (10.12.10)
 An organization run by an amazing group of well respected individuals. What a
double whammy! Fighting pregnancy/infant loss AND unemployment with one
business model. This organization changes the way people think, and inspires
you to take action.
Dee (10.12.10)
 I love this business because they are all about helping and inspiring people to go
further in life. We all need motivation and support.
SKING (10.11.10)
 Hiring for Hope's business model supports two causes at the same time,
empowers individuals with the tools, education, and resources to help
themselves, and also inspires you to want to help others. What a refreshing
business concept!
Rich (10.11.10)
 What a well timed launch for Hiring for Hope with October being Pregnancy and
Infant Loss Awareness Month! This organization is so needed so that we can
help each other and also help ourselves to solve some major personal and
societal challenges.
Brittany (10.09.10)
 Solid and timely mission
Mary (10.09.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a special organization which is going to bring a lot of hope and
opportunities to unlimited people.
redbr2 (10.08.10)
 These folks have experienced loss, they know the pain, they want to help. They
are motivated, and are willing to do what is needed to help others.
jeatl (10.08.10)
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 As a Parent trying to figure out how best to support our son that has lost his child
and his job, it is comforting to find an organization that provides support,
knowledge, and resources for people like me who are trying to help a loved one.
Jenna Jerisho (10.08.10)
 Only someone who has lost a child or their job before can TRULY empathize with
someone else who is in those circumstances. Hiring for Hope's Volunteers have
been impacted by the life events that they provide services for. They truly get it!
Dee Dee (10.08.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a great organization that can and will change people's lives
forever
nancy (10.08.10)
 Tax write off and lower rates on staffing as we also give back to the community
and help those in need? As an employer, count me in!!
Jim (10.08.10)
 Everyone helping each other out. What a wonderful idea and organization!
Kelly (10.08.10)
 This organization will undoubtedly make a very positive impact on solving the
unemployment and family building challenges ailing America and give everyone
a chance to succeed.
KLT (10.08.10)
 Brilliant idea! Hiring for Hope has found a way to bring people together to help
each other out and has also empowered them with the tools, resources, and
support to also help themselves.
Bobbi (10.08.10)
 This organization is amazing! They are changing lives while giving life to others.
It is an amazing thing to be a part of. They are passionate and driven by purpose.
twallace (10.07.10)
 A wonderful business that has a great mission to help those that want to work
and have a family.
wmdbowler (10.06.10)
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 Hiring for Hope is a great organization and they support a wonderful cause! The
mission and business plan are just amazing and the organization is dedicated to
help assist struggling couples and job seekers!
Jay Nagar (10.06.10)
 Great organization helping the community help themselves!
Rose Robinson (10.06.10)
 The mission of Hiring for Hope is on target in so many ways!
Sally Kurth (10.06.10)
 This innovative enterprise will put the power of private enterprise to work for the
good of people who need help starting families.
htmccann (10.06.10)
 This is a progressive organization supporting a very worthy cause.
Jamaal Daveed (10.06.10)
 Lack of insurance coverage for fertility or adoption expenses coupled with a
double-digit national unemployment rate is contributing to a situation where the
basic dream of building a financially strong and sustainable family is becoming
unviable!
Mike (10.05.10)
 It's an amazing concept that gives those that feel lost and have given up a
chance and some tools to help them
Heather (10.05.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a business with a heart...it supports people in their most
vulnerable places...it assists families to meet their most basic needs for
employment and nurturing children
ebc2 (10.05.10)
 This company with its brilliant and dedicated leadership will bring the light of
hope to families stuck in the darkness of hopelessness.
Trudy Boyd (10.05.10)
 Infertility can cause a couple to feel helpless and hopeless. It can put great
financial strain on a marriage. We need more organizations like this to help those
couples struggling to have a family.
Patty R. (10.05.10)
 Excellent mission to help deserving couples pursue their dreams of parenthood
Jim (10.05.10)
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 Hiring for Hope reaches your soul.
DonB (10.05.10)
 Wonderful organization with wonderful people involved. Keep up the great work!
ceejaydraper (10.05.10)
 They are building economic opportunities for families that will create
sustainability and stability during these volatile times.
rodcapital (10.05.10)
 Hiring for Hope has a relatable issue at its core that many families struggle with
every day, including me. I will show my support any way possible.
Tiffany (10.05.10)
 Hiring For Hope is a nonprofit in the unique position to help the unemployed and
families struggling to grow.
SN (10.05.10)
 My sister and my good friend from college both struggled with infertility. It is an
emotionally exhausting experience. Hiring for Hope understands the experience
and helps lighten the burden of another emotionally draining experience: finding
a job.
Erica (10.05.10)
 The grief of losing our first grandchild just two weeks before his due date was
heart wrenching. Hiring for Hope has filled our hearts with a hopefulness and
peace, and we pray that many lives will be touched through this outreach.
Stephanie (10.05.10)
 What a magnificent organization that is already having such a positive impact in
both local and online social media communities alike. LOVE what you guys are
doing, keep up the great work!
LA Surfer Girl (10.05.10)
 The objectives of this non-profit organization are meaningful and valuable in that
biological as well as financial impediments which prevent a couple from
becoming parents can be removed. Thank you.
Mary (10.04.10)
 I commend this business for taking a big and bold approach that fills a need in
such a professional and caring manner. As a parent of two adopted children who
works in public welfare, I can relate to this plan. Great job, Hiring For Hope!
Mark D (10.04.10)
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 For those of us who have lost children, this organization gives hope to many who
thought there was no hope left at all. This organization offers the hope of not only
a new little life, but the hope of a new job as well for many.
shana (10.04.10)
 A passionate organization committed to improving the family lives of others.
maritzajaggers (10.04.10)
 Aptly named, Hiring for Hope will bring our career seekers with them into the
twenty-first century. They offer more than hope, they offer the tools that will help
them reach their goals, and succeed. I recommend them without reservation.
Caroline Hansen (10.04.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a great organization that truly believes in assisting individuals
in need. They are dedicated to helping others who have a loss either in their
personal lives or careers. Hiring for Hope is amazing!
Mary Arnold (10.04.10)
 This is a great organization that helps individuals in need. Having had the chance
to speak with some of the people involved, I couldn't think of a more deserving
cause.
ChetStevenson (10.04.10)
 Hope is a precious commodity that these needy families need.
hrodhite (10.04.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a great organization and they support a wonderful cause! The
mission and business plan are just amazing and the organization is dedicated to
help assist struggling couples and job seekers!
hiringguy1 (10.03.10)
 This organization is intentional and impactful in loving and serving those in need.
HFH is committed to delivering hope, solutions and opportunities for those
affected by life crisis, challenges of starting a family or career transition.
Bob Semple (10.03.10)
 This company exists to provide financial and emotional help to hurting couples
that are experiencing difficulty in having a family. The passion and compassion of
the company's founder is evident when you talk with her.
Rollins Snider (10.03.10)
 This is a great organization that truly believes in assisting individuals without any
hidden agendas.
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mlbarham (10.03.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a double whammy in terms of its contribution to society - it
helps people find jobs AND creates families.
Jen Jen (10.03.10)
 Hiring for Hope is an innovative organization with a unique business model that
solves several societal problems and keeps everyone off the couch and pursuing
their dreams.
Terry @ Honor Haven (10.03.10)
 Successful people giving back and giving hope to others!
MarianneLWebb (10.03.10)
 This is an awesome organization. The cause is a great way to help all those in
need. The individuals in the organization really care and it shows.
Sherri (10.03.10)
 What a blessing to provide encouragement and resources for job placement and
family expansion to those who might have given up! Hiring for Hope is a true
online blessing!
charlesmcurryjr (10.03.10)
 What an amazing mission and business model - to help couples who are
struggling with infant loss or getting pregnant with staffing efforts.... brilliant!
cdraghi (10.02.10)
 Hiring for Hope is a very worthy organization helping others who have a loss
either in their personal lives or careers.
Jon Jaggers (10.02.10)
 This new start up has come up with a novel approach to helping job seeker and
families with fertility issues at the same time. A great business plan with
compassion.
egrossnickle (10.02.10)
 This company attempts to bring happiness to those who have lost it in the form of
hope for a better life.
jorukaj (10.02.10)
 Wonderful organization!
L. CASE (10.02.10)
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 This is a fantastic organization! They are on the cutting edge helping job seekers
with resources and advice needed to find jobs in today's economy. They are
always looking for ways to improve and help more people find jobs. Catherine K.
Dixon (10.02.10)
 What a winning combination. They place people in jobs and help people build
their families all at the same time. Fantastic!
Momma D! (10.02.10)
 We need more of these organizations. Since our government seems to be having
a hard time being accountable to itself, we the people, need to take ACTION on
our own!
Jerry Ringer (10.02.10)

You may contact us at:
Hiring For Hope
P.O. Box 888636
Dunwoody, GA. 30356
phone (404)-920-8636; fax (770) 200-2622

www.hiringforhope.org
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